The Only Escape From Law
Many people who want to be free subscribe to the Freeman movement. Within this is simple umbrella
lies a lot of information most of which is designed to steer people back into the system upon which they
remain dependant. Fundamentally it matters not what you do and how you live your life as you are
free. By that same token you must also see your fellow man in the same light as being free. What this
amounts to is the exercise of free will and love.
That said in order to be free we must remain in truth in our dealings with our sentient life both on earth
and elsewhere as we are approaching a time of disclosure I keep reading. At any rate here is the crux of
the problem most people face. People are told that they must engage the system using law in order to
secure their natural rights from God our Creator. In Genesis 1:26-28 of the Bible, God says he gave man
dominion over all the earth. Now this means that no man created male or female is under the rule of
any other man bar anything. This would mean contracts, rules, statutes, regulation, bylaws, codes,
policy anything you can imagine that may imply that someone else may rule over you as you are
fundamentally free. Beyond the Bible there is nothing anyone can do to prove that they have authority
over any other man male or female as they cannot show evidence from the creator of the Universe that
they have this right to do so. In fact the creator of the Universe is “one with all”, in that “We” are all the
creators experiencing our creations in all of creation, we are all that exists and we are one. We are
infinite beings.
Now there is another part to all this. We live in a mind body consciousness where most of us have been
cut off from our spiritual reality. Thus the mind which is very powerful has set up an ego based reality
for us in that there is no awareness to spirituality and connectedness to all, but exactly the inverse,
where upon we have rules and worship. If we could sense the connectedness to all life and especially
each other, the system could not exist. So what has happened is that our spiritual creative energies are
being directed into the mind consciousness only for the most part and there are people among us and
intelligent life outside of our visual range that suck up all the fear based energy they can. Which is
exactly why society is set up the way it is. Everything is based upon war and survival of the fittest.
Everything is based on winners and losers. The foundation of the control system is money or mammon,
which is forced upon us at gun point. Either you have access to money or you die.
Now here is the problem. Fundamentally we are all free by our creator. When you know you are free
you behave quite differently when you see yourself as a slave. Instead of caving into every demand
made upon you by the system, you simply ignore their requests and live life the way you want to. This
may mean, no drivers license, no insurance on the car, maybe settle on some nice crown land
somewhere and other things that we would normally do like travel the world unmolested at boarder
points. The problem is that everywhere we go, there are people within the system that have such
strong egos and power trips that they honestly believe that they have authority over other people
according to law or simply believe that they have a divine right to rule regardless of law.
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The biggest mistake you can make is to make use of their laws to support your claim that you are free.
Why? Because by using their laws you imply that you are one of their slaves. You are blessed by God as
per Genesis 1:28. To be blessed means that you are without sin. This means there is nothing and I
mean nothing you cannot do and be of sin for doing it. We are sanctified within all of creation. So the
objective of the court is to get you to admit that you did something wrong. If you didn’t do anything
wrong then there is no need for them to do anything to you to help you with clearing your conscience of
what you did right?
The other part of the problem is the name. People in the Freeman movement seem to think that we
must state a name. Some will say we have a clan name or family name etc. anything else except the
FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME and LAST NAME scenario, which are commonly referred to as being LEGAL
FICTIONS. Well they won’t let me go if I don’t give them a name or calling even. Well this is where the
rubber meets the road in terms of knowing who you are in the context of the Bible. You see in Genesis
1, God did not give man created as male and female a name. Why? And I am totally serious here as you
must know this in your heart why and not sluff this off as it is the very foundation of knowing who you
are. In Genesis 2 LORD God appears and gives his creation a name Adam. LORD God is not God. LORD
God is just a man like you and me. But he gave Adam the man a name, because he saw Adam as his
creation separate from himself and thus his slave. The same with Eve and he enslaved them in the
Garden of Eden. God in Genesis 1 gave man dominion over all the earth and created man as equal to
him in all of creation, not as a slave. So if you use a name you are telling those in the know that you are
a slave. This does not mean that you cannot use names, it means when you are dealing with people
within this parasitic slave system that you are not one of them, by use of a name. It is a presumption of
a fact that they make and thus say you are LORD God’s property by using a name. This is why they make
use of law and hold you, because you are saying to them that you are a man or women property of
LORD God.
So that is how they weigh in on determining who you are, by your own admission of telling them that
you are a slave and not knowing that you do not have a name because God never gave you one. Your
creator never gave you a name so why would you say you have one? God said to man go forth and
multiply, but he didn’t say give each other names. Although you are free to do so. But the reason he
didn’t give you names is because God does not create fiction, God creates everything in truth and fully
formed not a slave cut off from the infinite, which is what the parasites went and did. Our bodies only
make use of 3% of our DNA available. What about the rest? Well when we are exposed to a higher
vibration of energy based upon love, we will activate the rest of our DNA and morph into fully conscious
form of man. We have been put inside a prison blocking us from other energies coming in from the
Universe. However this is about to change and is why they are desperate to try and get their New World
Order in place and the whole planet under martial law so they can chip everyone and try and stop this
transformation from taking place.
So when you are watching videos about other people giving their expert opinion on Law stuff, simply
remember that the Torah which means The Law, clearly states that you have dominion over all the
earth. But instead of quoting the Bible, which is yet another form of law of which is Dead Law as it is
written down and there are no witnesses to prove any of it, simply realize that all law comes from you.
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It is written in your heart. If someone tries to rule over you, challenge them on the fact of where they
derive their authority to do so. They have no provable authority to do anything. Even in contract you
can back out as they make use of names and you are not a name, all contracts are based upon fraud as
no one can prove they are who they say they are. All decisions must be present to life meaning that no
piece of paper can dictate what one must do. It is always what each of believes in our heart to be true
and just and right that we should do, not by any decree or custom or law.
Do not get caught up in all the LEGAL crap out there. It does not apply to you it applies only to fiction.
Anything that is on paper is dead law and is not present to life. This is why in court they say law is
always speaking. It matters absolutely to them that you feel that you did something wrong and admit to
it. They work from the concept that they if you do not know who you are, infinite love and free of all sin
and not live within the world of fiction as they try to persuade you to believe, then they have nothing by
which to hold you. A judge is merely a man made male or female by God or rather simply a form of life
like yourself within the Universe with no more authority than you. It is through trickery and intimidation
that they try to make you believe that you are something other than free.
The parasites will say that the courts are secular, when in fact it is completely based upon dark energies
all inverse of love and truth. There can be no truth in fiction. Once you state a name in court you have
lied about who you are and thus anything else you have to say from that point forward can be seen as a
lie, but they go along with the fraud, because they make huge amounts of money for themselves and
others within the system by having you come in a be judged, which only allows them to use the money
to enslave more of us. There can be no wealthy individual unless there is a poor one, remember that.
So to escape Law one must know who they are versus who they are not in terms of the system. We also
must realize that the only thing that matters is what actions we wish to take from moment to moment
in our lives without interference from others on those actions. We do things in ways that uplift each
other and are in service to others rather than in service to self as doing this we free our fellow man from
slavery and thus ourselves. To enslave one is to enslave all. The parasites are completely out of control
at the moment and are desperate to find a solution to this transformational energy that is about to hit
earth. I am told that if you die, before this happens that you are not to spend time looking around but
to take all that you are in spirit and fly as fast as you can towards the Galactic Center where there is a
blue light caused by an explosion from the center of the Galaxy that is moving towards us. When you
touch this light you will be transformed into a 12 DNA strand form of sentient life and the days of these
parasites control over vast amount of life in the Galaxy will be over. We are being returned to love.
When we die we enter into the astral range, which is full of love. Just move like crap towards this light.
Once you are touched by the light you will remember everything about who you are and be free.
Just be very leary about people who tell you, that you must use fiction to defend yourself from the
system. It is by the use of fiction that gets you under their control to begin with. It is okay to use fiction
from the perspective that we are free to do so. We can access and use any part of the system we want
because we are free to do so. Those in the system are not TRUSTEES as who has the authority to say
they are? Trust laws are based upon the presumption that someone has the right to hold the earth,
people and property as in forms of ownership and thus creating a hierarchy of control and status. We
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are all One! Anyone using a title or a name in defence of using law to hoard or control life is lying about
who they are and has no credibility as they cannot show that the creator of the Universe gave them such
authority. LORD God is not God, if he were the Bible would say he was God. LORD God likes to be called
God, but he is not God. Allah is the same deal. First book second line, Allah is the LORD of the worlds.
Allah is not God. Allah has many names. God does not have a name and does not use names. Islam is
based upon a dead man ideals of how one should live there life. It’s nice and peaceful for the most part,
but who gave him or anyone else for that matter the authority to tell you how to live your life if you
follow Islam? It is the same with all the other prison religions. If dominion is the foundation of the
worlds 3 major religions, Judaism, Christianity and Islam then why is everyone living a lie in believing
that they must adhere to law and fiction, when God in the first chapter of the Bible says you all have
dominion? It is going on because you are not being told the truth and you never bothered to read
Genesis 1 and understand what the word dominion meant. How can people lead you and tell you what
you must do to be a good Christian or anything, when fundamentally you are free by your creator to live
as you please?
Take time and think this all through. It boils down to concepts one is based on slavery in a world of
fiction and the other is based on freedom in a reality of truth and love. If you make use of fiction to
control others you are living a lie about who you are. The parasites feed off our fear and thus want you
to live within their system of fear, which is all based upon darkness. Light has no fear for light is the
conduit of love. Love is self-aware and brings in truth and healing to all situations. The word Sovereign
simply means that the System sees you as a Sovereign, but you are just another classification of slave as
you are living a lie by incorporating a title. When we direct our energy in love that love comes back to
us 10 fold or more. When we direct our energy in fiction and fear it creates an abundance of situations
based upon fear. The only escape from the fear is to love and live in truth. That is what fear really is
there to teach us.
The parasites are fighting for their survival right now as they literally need our fear to live. They grow
weaker and weaker each time we do things out of love and compassion for one another. They are
staging lots of wars and terror to try and make us afraid and run to them for help within their system of
fiction. This debt ceiling fiasco was only done to consolidate power in the USA into the hands of 13
people, the council of 13. There was never ever a debt problem anywhere. All fiat currencies are
created out of nothing. They are simply staging a game making you believe that the money has run out
for some unexplainable reason. In reality they simply slow the flow of money and people start going
bankrupt because there is not enough money in circulation for the current supply and demand factors.
If you increase the flow of money the economy booms. It is nothing simpler than that. Yet they wanted
you to be afraid that some spooky deal somehow was not made. There is no truth in fiction.
Lastly the principle of darkness is to hide itself in the Light. Jesus and all the prophets etc. simply came
and gave rules for us to live by. Are they here among us right now? If they were, would it not be more
important to you about how you want to live rather than how someone else wants you to live? Even
the Law of One is based upon the notion of fear, because it is told to you on how you must live. It is not
being told how to live that is important in truth, it is living within your heart and knowing empathy for
you and others as knowing yourself is to know others. Does Pharo speak for you or do you speak for
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you? You can only do what you do because you and those you interact with are present to life. No
piece of paper can tell you what to do. A contract might be a nice guideline, but nothing ever goes
exactly the way it was planned either. So we must live in the moment and not on paper and fiction.
Finally be aware that anyone stating that they are part of some institution is lying to you about who they
are. They are may have good intentions, but they are acting out in a world based upon law and rules
which ultimately enslaves people. For us all to be truly free, we must all come to this simple realization
about fiction and how it is used to create a social hierarchy and eventual enslavement of humanity. As a
side note the Galactic Federation of Light, if they exist at all, are simply another expression of the dark
force. Why? Because truth sees no duality, it sees only truth and that being that we are all one. There
is no conflict because we can only be at war with ourselves. It is insane and thus based upon a lie that
we fight wars at all. We can see duality being expressed but we realize that it is just two parts of the
same one. In truth there is only love, which is a gentle self aware kind of light that sees truth in all
things and is not afraid.
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